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From
diploma
to degree
Breyana Floyd’s story makes it clear
that the biggest hurdle for many
first-generation college students isn’t
academics or social support. It’s money.
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From the Editor

Another step for free college

Y

By Lorraine Forte
Editor-in-Chief

ou can’t help but root for Breyana
Floyd.
With support from the nonprofit OneGoal and a lot of hard
work and long days during high school,
she made it from her rough Austin
neighborhood to quiet Monmouth College, a tiny liberal arts school in western
Illinois. Reading her story, which begins
on page 4 of this issue of Catalyst In
Depth, you hope and pray she makes it
to senior year and graduation
If she does, Breyana will become an
all-too-rare success story. The connection to economic status and race is obvious: Nationally, 11 percent of low-income, first-generation students — most
of them black or brown — finish college,
compared to 82 percent of students from
top-income families.
To close the gap here in Chicago,
CPS, to its credit, has forged agreements
with local higher education institutions
to improve college persistence. Mayor
Rahm Emanuel’s Thrive Chicago initiative and non-profits like OneGoal and
others are tackling the problem too.
It’s not hard to figure out what kind
of assistance Chicago students need to
get to and through college. For one, they
have to be academically ready to do university-level work. Teachers and counselors need to guide them to the college
or university that best meets their career
interests, skills and personality — the
kind of guidance middle-class kids get
informally from parents or siblings or
relatives who’ve already finished college.
Plus, low-income students of color need
support to handle the culture shock they
will almost inevitably experience as they
leave the ’hood for predominantly white
campuses and compete with students
from privileged backgrounds.
More than anything, though, students like Breyana need money. Not just
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for tuition and fees, but also for the extra costs that crop up, such as canvasses
and camera lenses for an art major, extras to spruce up a dorm room, money
for a bus trip or a plane ride back home.
As retired University of Chicago educator Marvin Hoffman summed up this
way in a guest column for Catalyst Chicago: “The low-income students who
represent the vast majority of those in
CPS are operating without the safety
net that is invisible to most middleclass families…Any new strain on the
finances of a student or a family already
struggling to provide for basic needs —
an unexpected medical bill, a costly car
repair, an increase in dormitory costs —
is sufficient to lead students to drop out
or take a leave from school, from which
they are unlikely to return.”
Maybe it’s time to take an entirely new direction. Emanuel recently
launched the Star Scholarship, a plan to
offer free tuition, fees and books at City
Colleges of Chicago. Whatever the caveats — for one, the scholarship kicks in
only after federal student financial aid is
applied — the idea is at least an opening
salvo in the war to bring down the cost

A BIGGER SHARE
It’s no secret that college costs have
soared and are taking a larger share of
family income. Median family income
in the U.S. has more than doubled since
1980, rising from $21,023 to $52,250.
But the price tag for a four-year degree
skyrocketed at a much higher pace.
COLLEGE COSTS, SHARE OF FAMILY INCOME

1980
2014
Private 4-year $5,594 27% $42,419 81%
Public 4-year $2,551 12% $18,943 36%
$906 4% $3,347 6%
Public 2-year
Note: Four-year costs include room and board.
Source: The 2014 College Board Annual Survey of Colleges;
U.S. Census, 1980 and 2013 (the latest available).

of post-secondary education. President
Barack Obama has offered a national
proposal for free community college.
And cities across the country, from New
Haven, Connecticut, to Saginaw, Michigan, to San Francisco, have similar plans
up and running or in the works, according to the national Campaign for Free
College Tuition.
The next frontier is tuition-free fouryear college. That’s already a reality at
some of the country’s most prestigious
universities. MIT, Harvard, Yale, Stanford, Brown and a few other schools
with big endowments offer free tuition
for students from lower and moderateincome families.
In the Lumina Foundation report
“Redefining College Affordability,” Sara
Goldrick-Rab and Nancy Kendall of the
University of Wisconsin at Madison urge
that billions in federal financial aid be
redirected (along with some state money) to offer free tuition for two years at
any public two- or four-year college.
In an interview with Associate Editor
Melissa Sanchez, Goldrick-Rab said that
in her view, a good free college program
would provide additional resources
beyond tuition, books and fees and include a stipend for housing, day care
and other costs.
“I would do everything I can to keep
them from having to work while they’re
in school,” Goldrick-Rab said.
According to research cited in her
report, “engagement in college and the
likelihood of degree completion decline
with substantial work hours, especially
among full-time students, pushing students towards additional borrowing in
lieu of work.”
Free college is a radical notion. Making it a reality would take a radical shift
in thinking among policymakers, not
to mention politicians. But with college
debt and student loan default rates both
on the rise, no one, least of all young
people, benefits from the status quo.
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Chicago Academy High School students listen to college coordinator Andrew Johnson during a college and ACT prep course. Leaders of the citywide Thrive Chicago education initiative want all high
schools to offer at least one college-focused course. [Photo by William Camargo]
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College Persistence

‘I want
to finish’
High schools are now rated on the college
enrollment and persistence of their graduates.
To solve the money problems, academic
difficulties and social challenges that many
students face, CPS is partnering with local
colleges and universities.

By Melissa Sanchez

O

n a brisk October afternoon, Breyana Floyd stares across
the well-manicured lawn of Monmouth College and
acknowledges that the odds of graduating are against her.
She doesn’t need research to know this. Breyana, a
20-year-old sophomore at this tiny liberal arts school in
western Illinois, ticks off a list of former classmates who also came
here from Chicago but have since disappeared from campus.
One friend got homesick, flunked her classes and moved back
home. Another could no longer afford the tuition and transferred to a
City College. A third vanished with no explanation at all.
Now Breyana is running into difficulties of her own that could
derail her goal of becoming the first person in her family to earn a
college degree. A work-study job she thought was hers for the fall semester never materialized. Other job opportunities are virtually nonexistent in this small, rural community of boarded-up buildings and
cornfields. And Monmouth is too far from larger communities where
a part-time job might be easier to find — about 45 miles from the
Quad Cities and 65 miles from Peoria.
“I’m facing the possibility of not coming back,” Breyana says, her
normally cheery face downcast. “That money from work-study was
going to help with bills and art supplies and keeping food in my fridge.
I’m scrambling now.”
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Breyana Floyd, who graduated from Chicago
Academy High School in 2013, is now a
sophomore at Monmouth College in rural
Monmouth, Illinois, about 45 miles south of
the Quad Cities. [Photo by Michelle Kanaar]
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Breyana Floyd, right, speaks with fellow Monmouth College sophomore Barbara Pajor. Breyana is president of Fulton Hall, the dorm where she lives,
and hopes to become a resident assistant down the road, a paid position that includes free room and board. [Photo by Michelle Kanaar]
She’s far from alone in that scramble. Among first-generation college-goers, students of color and those from lowerincome backgrounds — Breyana is all three — stories of postsecondary struggle and failure are more common than stories
of success. Financial problems, academic difficulties and social and cultural challenges can have a disparate impact on
these students.
Supporting students like Breyana has become an important
concern for Chicago Public Schools, as more students graduate from high school and go on to college. Currently, just half of
former CPS students who enroll in a four-year college end up
earning a bachelor’s degree within six years — a statistic that
has barely inched upward since 2006, according to recent data
from the University of Chicago Consortium on Chicago School
Research. District leaders want to raise college graduation to
60 percent within a decade.
High schools and higher education institutions acknowledge the barriers students face. To tackle the problem, CPS recently announced agreements with more than a dozen of the
institutions that most frequently enroll CPS graduates.
There’s a moral imperative behind the mission. “If you’re
bringing students in, the goal should be to actually graduate
6 Catalyst In Depth Winter 2015

them,” says Aarti Dhupelia, chief of college and career success
at CPS.
But there are outside pressures as well. High schools are
now being rated in part on post-secondary metrics. And part
of President Barack Obama’s push to raise the number of degree-holders nationwide is a new federal rating system that
could eventually tie funding to outcomes like graduation rates.
“There’s a lot of energy around this,” Dhupelia says. “We’ve
made significant progress over the last several years, yet we
know we have a lot of work to do and we’re not where we want
to be. But this is not an issue that CPS can tackle alone. This is
both a CPS and a higher education issue.”
RESEARCHERS AND EDUCATORS IN THE TRENCHES are looking for
answers to the conundrum of college persistence and graduation for at-risk youth.
At the Chicago Collaborative for Undergraduate Success,
housed at the University of Illinois at Chicago, Bette Bottoms,
Sue Farruggia and a small team of researchers are conducting
surveys to find out. UIC’s research is significant because the
school is the top four-year college destination for CPS grads.
And while graduation rates are on the rise overall, CPS grads

continue to lag about 10 percentage points behind: In 2014,
the graduation rate for non-CPS grads was 62 percent, compared to 54 percent for those who attended CPS.
The preliminary findings from the major exit survey
launched last spring indicate that finances are “a huge, huge
factor and often the underlying reason that students don’t
do well,” Farruggia says. It’s not just that students don’t have
enough financial aid to pay for fees or books, but that work
schedules or access to transportation also impact their ability
to get to class.
Meanwhile, results from another survey on students’ noncognitive skills — including study habits, academic mindset
and social skills — are being linked with other data points
to try to predict college success. Preliminary findings show a
strong link between students’ perceived self-efficacy — that is,
their belief in their own ability to be successful in school — and
their grades and the number of credits they earn.
“The ultimate goal for those non-cognitive factors is if we
can try to figure out which ones
matter, we can try to do an intervention program,” Farruggia
says. “If we find students that
have particular profiles […] are
dramatically at risk of failing
out, let’s try to get them involved
in an intervention over the summer. If it saves 10 percent of
our students, the potential of that is huge.”
This and other internal UIC research is being shared with the
more than 40 other institutions that make up the Collaborative.
The Collaborative is also leading the college persistence
portion of Mayor Rahm Emanuel’s Thrive Chicago, a network
of some 200 organizations and institutions focused on improving education outcomes.
At Monmouth, leaders are grappling with the same challenges, as more lower-income black and Latino students have
enrolled in recent years. Federal data from 2013 show that just
44 percent of black freshmen had graduated within six years,
compared to 58 percent overall.
To determine exactly why students leave, Monmouth rewrote the questions asked during exit interviews with students
who withdraw.
“The more we pay attention to that, the more it’s going to
help us form our goals in terms of retaining them,” says Dana
Roof, who runs Monmouth’s academic support programs.

“My sophomore year was rough. I didn’t want to be there at
all,” she says.
But toward the end of the school year, one of her teachers pulled Breyana aside to insist she apply for a fellowship
through OneGoal, a non-profit that works with under-achieving students at more than 20 low-income high schools in Chicago. Students get additional academic preparation, college
guidance and social support for three years, starting with a
class during junior year of high school.
OneGoal and other non-profits — such as the Umoja Student
Development Corporation, Bottom Line, Posse Foundation (a
national program that has a Chicago component), One Million
Degrees and Chicago Scholars — are focused on improving
college enrollment and graduation rates for CPS students.
In general, the groups help students identify the best colleges for them, complete applications and visit campuses.
They also provide extra academic support and help build up
the non-cognitive, or “soft skills,” that students need to finish
college, such as good study habits. Once students are in college,
the group keeps tabs on them.
“It’s a disservice to students to
encourage them to go to college
but not support them through
graduation,” says Sarah Berghorst, executive director of OneGoal in Chicago. “It’s not just
about access. It’s about establishing academic, financial and
social foundations that lead them to persist and graduate.”
At her teacher’s urging, Breyana applied for and won a spot
in the program. She says no one ever had such high expectations of her potential. She dove hard into her class work, getting
to school at 6:30 a.m. and often staying until 5 p.m. or 6 p.m.
“The long days really gave me something to focus on,” she says.
By the time she graduated from Chicago Academy in 2013,
Breyana felt ready for college. Her Cs and Ds had turned to As
and Bs, and she raised her ACT score from a 15 — too low for
any college except one with open admissions — on a practice
test to a 23 on the official test. The CPS average is 18.

When Breyana was growing up,
it never ocurred to her that
college was even an option.

WHEN BREYANA WAS GROWING UP, it never occurred to her that

college was even an option. Neither of her parents attended
college. Nationally, just 11 percent of low-income, first-generation college students graduate, according to the Pell Institute
for the Study of Opportunity in Higher Education.
Breyana, who lived in Aurora most of her childhood, transferred to Chicago Academy High School on the city’s Northwest Side during her sophomore year. She was a disinterested
student, though, and had trouble adjusting — both at school,
where she had few friends and was a C student, and at home,
where she and her parents shared close quarters with other
relatives.

HIGH SCHOOL ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE, as measured by grade-

point averages and ACT scores, are major predictors of college
persistence. Strong ACT scores allow students to get into better
colleges, while GPAs indicate whether students are ready for
college work. An ACT research report found that 23 percent of
college students with ACT composite scores between 16 and
19 dropped out before their sophomore year, compared to
fewer than 10 percent of those with scores of 24 or above.
But on average, CPS students graduate from high school
woefully unprepared. “Almost a third of graduates leave school
with a GPA of less than 2.0, which means they are not showing the skills needed for success in either college or the workforce,” according to a December report from the Consortium
on Chicago School Research.
Meanwhile, the Illinois State Board of Education considered
just 27 percent of last year’s CPS graduates, compared to 46
percent of graduates statewide, ready for college-level courses
based on whether they earned a 21 or higher on the ACT.
catalyst-chicago.org 7
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Chicago Academy High School college coordinator Andrew Johnson works with students in a college and ACT prep course. Previously, Johnson led a
cohort of students who graduated in 2013 — including Breyana Floyd — through a program called OneGoal. [Photo by William Camargo]
CPS leaders insist that high schools are doing a better job
of preparing students for college, pointing to higher graduation rates, more students taking Advanced Placement courses
and other factors. Beyond academic readiness and soft skills,
Dhupelia believes high schools can improve retention through
better college advising.
Research shows that students with similar academic backgrounds can have drastically different performance, depending on the college they attend — even when the colleges have
similar admissions requirements. Some colleges simply offer
better support for their students, including strong financial aid
packages, academic help and counseling — and have higher
graduation rates as a result.
“We could look at colleges we’re sending our kids to, and
say, ‘[They’re] both somewhat competitive, but College B actually has a much higher graduation rate than College A,’”
Dhupelia says. “Maybe we should be sending more students
to College B.”
Providing this kind of guidance, especially to students
whose families don’t have their own college experiences to
draw on and pass on, requires manpower. Yet a recent report
prepared by a consultant to the Donors Forum, a statewide
philanthropic group, found that non-charter CPS high schools
have an average of one counselor for every 303 students, while
the average ratio at charter schools is one to 238. At private
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schools, the ratio is one to 159. The recommended ratio, according to one national group, is 250 students per counselor.
The report, which focused on resources to improve college
persistence, found that two-thirds of schools have at least one
senior seminar, college and careers course or similar class.
Separately, two-thirds of schools have at least one non-profit
partner working on the issue.
This year, through Thrive Chicago, CPS began training dozens of high school counselors and other workers on best practices in college guidance. Counselors are now receiving annual
updates on their graduates’ enrollment and persistence by college. And Thrive Chicago is developing a college admissions
curriculum for senior seminar classes, with the goal of having
all high schools offer such a course.
THE TEACHER ASSIGNED TO GUIDE BREYANA’S ONEGOAL COHORT

was Andrew Johnson, who oversees college counseling for Chicago Academy. Johnson had taught college-focused seminars
previously, but says the training from OneGoal led to a significant change in how he talks about college.
Now, Johnson pays particular attention to a college’s graduation rate, especially its graduation rate for students of color.
He also raised the number of college applications seniors have
to complete, from five to seven, in order to match the OneGoal
requirement.

“It really gives students more [opportunities] and increases
their chances that they’ll get good options,” Johnson says.
Breyana sent applications to about 30 colleges and got a
high with every acceptance letter that came in the mail. She
pinned them to her bedroom wall. “It was kind of great to see
— 21 schools let me in,” she remembers.
To narrow the list, Breyana compared cost and graduation
rates. Monmouth offered her a decent financial aid package
that covered nearly 75 percent of tuition, room and board; fees
would be covered by federal, state and college grants. The remaining $10,000 or so annually would come from loans — an
amount she and her parents thought they could handle.
Breyana vaguely remembers seeing Monmouth’s graduation rates for students of color, which, although lower than the
overall rate, compared well with some of her other options. At
the time, that statistic wasn’t front-and-center in her mind.
A major selling point was the picturesque campus, a threeand-a-half hour drive from Chicago. Unlike her Austin neighborhood, Monmouth was quiet and peaceful. “I didn’t want to
live in chaos anymore,” she says.
Breyana also loved the small class sizes and the fact that the
advisers knew students by name. “You’re really able to cultivate
relationships,” she observes.
The same factors that would eventually prompt some of
her classmates to drop out — being homesick and having limited social options — weren’t an issue for Breyana during her
freshman year. She immersed herself in classwork. As an art
major, she often stayed in the darkroom until past 3 a.m. to finish photography assignments. College-level work proved overwhelming, and she barely got a 2.0 GPA in her first semester;
the next semester, she pulled her grades up significantly.
Freshman year was challenging for another reason: Breyana stopped taking medication for attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder. In high school, teachers had given her special
accommodations, including extra time on assignments. But
Breyana didn’t ask for any of that at Monmouth.
“I didn’t want that to define me here. I was trying to do it
like everyone else,” she says. Plus, the medication was expensive, and she didn’t want an additional financial burden on her
parents.
Though she wasn’t overtly conscious of racial dynamics,
Breyana gravitated toward other black students from Chicago.
Some friends complained about the limited social life, work
opportunities, and even cell phone reception, not to mention
the distance from home.
Dana Roof often hears about the culture shock that students from Chicago experience. “It’s very far from Chicago,
three hours by train, and seems even longer when you drive,”
she says. “Three hours doesn’t seem very long when you first
come, but after your first month or so when you’re here and
talk with family on the phone, it’s not the same as being there
with them.”
BREYANA’S EVENTUAL POST-SECONDARY SUCCESS will weigh into

her high school’s rating in CPS under a new system instituted
this year.
College enrollment and persistence beyond the first year

Getting a degree
Though CPS has set its sights on improving college persistence,
the most recent data show that students of color are still less likely
to enroll in college than their white counterparts.

College enrollment rate
CPS

National

44%
34% 34%

Males

Black

52% 52%
39%

Females

37%
30% 33%

Males

Latino

59% 59%

42%

Females

Males

White

Females

College graduation rate
CPS

National

32% 35%

Males

41% 44%

Black

Females

51% 48%

51% 55%

Males

Females

Latino

64% 60%

Males

70%

White

65%

Females

Note: CPS college enrollment is for four-year institutions; national college enrollment is for all
degree-granting institutions. College graduation rates for CPS are on a six-year basis.
Sources: University of Chicago Consortium on Chicago School Research; National Center for
Education Statistics.

Graduation counts
CPS wants high school counselors to pay more attention to
institutional graduation rates when they advise students about
their post-secondary options. Most of the four-year schools CPS
graduates attend, however, score poorly on this measure.
GRADUATION RATES, 2012

Overall

Minority

CPS

Chicago State University
Northeastern Illinois University
Northern Illinois University
Columbia College Chicago
Western Illinois University
University of Illinois at Chicago
Illinois State University
DePaul University
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

21%
21%
54%
41%
54%
58%
71%
68%
84%

20%
17%
32%
30%
45%
47%
50%
61%
72%

18%
23%
30%
30%
42%
49%
56%
65%
75%

Note: Graduation rates are on a six-year basis. Data for students from CPS includes all graduates
during 2006-2012.
Source: University of Chicago Consortium on Chicago School Research analysis of data from the
National Student Clearinghouse.
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each account for 5 percent of most high schools’ overall rating.
“Unlike a number of districts that will stop at graduation
rates, we said that’s a penultimate indicator,” says John Barker,
chief of accountability for CPS. “The ultimate outcomes are
success after we’re no longer in the picture. The kinds of things
that we can do are getting these students to pick up tools,
knowledge, skills and ability to propel them into the world of
college and careers.”
Few major urban school districts use post-secondary success to rate high schools. Experts say there has been reluctance
to do so.
“We tend to think of high schools as having a more direct
influence on other outcomes, like diplomas or favorable [test]
scores,” says Chris Domaleski, a senior associate for the National Center for the Improvement of Educational Assessment.
“When you’re looking at something that’s more disconnected
from school, it’s a fair question to ask, ‘Is the outcome something that can be influenced by the actions the high school is
taking?’”
Some educators note that holding high schools responsible
for college success only serves to penalize schools that don’t
have enough resources to
provide the help that lowincome students need to
succeed.
The first year’s ratings
bear out the connection: Of
the nine high schools that
earned the highest score for
college persistence — with
at least 85 percent of 2012
graduates still in college as
sophomores — all but one were selective or magnet schools
with fewer low-income students.
Meanwhile, at 24 of the 29 schools with the lowest persistence rates, more than 90 percent of students qualify for free or
reduced-price lunch.
“Once again, principals are given something that is being
held up as a lever of punishment and it is yet another disincentive for the most challenged schools,” says Lila Leff, founder
and former CEO of Umoja Student Development Corp.
“The fact we haven’t figured out remediation in any of our
transitions — from grammar school to high school or high
school to post-secondary — is a burden for all of us, especially for the young people getting into college,” Leff adds. “Not
answering that question yet and blaming high schools for it
seems very limited and limiting.”

of federal aid, like the Pell Grants,” says Greg Darnieder, the
senior adviser on college access to U.S. Department of Education Secretary Arne Duncan and a former CPS official.
“Shouldn’t institutions that are being more successful in terms
of first-generation students earning college credit, persisting
toward graduation and eventually graduating, be rewarded for
their effectiveness?”
A final plan has not yet been drafted, and Congress isn’t expected to vote on whether to tie money to ratings for several
more years.
According to the theory of market pressure, if colleges want
to avoid a drop in enrollment, they will find ways to offer more
support for students. But market pressure is not a guarantee,
and could have the opposite effect: Some institutions might
stop accepting students like those from CPS, who need the
most remedial academic help and financial aid, and are at the
highest risk of dropping out.
“I can tell you that those conversations are happening at
other universities across the country,” says Frank Ross, vice
president for student affairs at Northeastern Illinois University. “If you’re looking at your retention rates and you’re seeing a certain type of student
is more successful on your
campus, there could be an
incentive for that university
to go after that student.”
Ross worries that high
schools will counsel students away from Northeastern because of its 23 percent
graduation rate for CPS students. (Other “somewhat
selective” colleges post rates of between 18 and 30 percent, according to the recent Consortium report.)
Instead, Ross believes counselors should consider the results from support programs at Northeastern that target Latino and African-American freshmen who otherwise wouldn’t
meet admissions requirements. With extra advising, academic
help and other assistance, these students have retention rates
that are routinely 20 percentage points higher than other black
and Latino students.
Ross and administrators at other universities say lack
of money prevents them from expanding these types of
initiatives.
At Monmouth College, Roof is applying for additional federal funding to increase academic and social support for lowincome, first-generation students. She’s also looking for ways
to increase job opportunities for these students, since many
more of them qualify for work-study jobs than there are jobs
available.
“The consciousness is there. The ambition is there. And we
have some programs, but you can always do more,” Roof says.

This fall, Breyana applied to every workstudy opportunity she heard about on
campus, hoping to use the earnings to fill
a $3,000 hole that financial aid and loans
didn’t cover. But the jobs went fast.

THIS YEAR, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WILL RELEASE a first-ever

system for rating colleges and universities that’s expected to
include metrics such as graduation rates, the percentage of
students who are first-generation college-goers, and cost.
While the ratings won’t be immediately tied to funding, the
Obama Administration hopes to eventually reward highly rated schools by giving them a bigger share of federal grants and
subsidized loans.
“There’s been all kinds of conversations going on in terms
10 Catalyst In Depth Winter 2015

THIS FALL, BREYANA APPLIED TO EVERY WORK-STUDY opportunity
she heard about on campus, hoping to use the earnings to fill
a $3,000 hole that financial aid and loans didn’t cover. But the
jobs went fast.

There aren’t a lot of job opportunites in rural Monmouth, Illinois, which is home to Monmouth College and about 45 miles away from the Quad Cities.
“I love this place. I love it so much,” says sophomore Breyana Floyd. “I couldn’t see myself anywhere else.” Yet, she is finding it increasingly difficult to
afford staying at the small, private liberal arts school. [Photo by Michelle Kanaar]
Unexpected financial challenges are routine for former students, says Johnson at Chicago Academy. And though he tries
to counsel students about their options for handling the situation — whether it’s considering an additional loan or going with
students to the college’s financial aid office — he knows that
financial crises can sometimes stop students in their tracks.
“I didn’t realize how fraught that path could be. That’s
something I’ve learned from my students,” Johnson says. “In
Breyana’s case, not knowing whether she can continue to pay
must scare her beyond belief. And it scares me, too, for being
one of the people to encourage her to do this.”
Breyana’s mother, who works long hours at a bank, thought
about taking a second job. But she ultimately settled on a payment plan with the university. As a result, other bills aren’t always paid on time.
Meanwhile, Breyana changed her major from art to public
relations, in part because she could no longer afford to buy expensive canvasses, paints and other materials.
Job prospects were another factor. “It’s all about stability.
At this point, I know I can get a job in [public relations] when I
graduate,” she says. The same wasn’t true about photography.
As she dealt with the stress of figuring out how to pay for
school and watched some of her classmates leave campus,
Breyana began questioning whether the college could do more
to keep students like her from dropping out. Money and aca-

demics were only part of the equation.
Now that she has a handle on the academic rigor, Breyana
says she would like to have more of a social life on campus but
isn’t finding much to do.
“When you’re bringing in African-American students surrounded by white kids, you need something that feels like
home,” says Breyana, who is now trying to start the first black
sorority on campus. “You have no idea how depressing it is to
be here in the middle of nowhere, where there is nothing for
you to do.”
Sometimes Breyana wonders if she made the right choice
in picking Monmouth, and ponders whether a historically
black college in the South or a university closer to home would
have been a smarter fit. Other times, she wonders whether she
should just go home to work for a semester and help her family
out with money.
But she doesn’t dwell on those thoughts for long. After all,
she says, she loves her courses, the professors and her college
friends. She doesn’t believe she could get a better education
anywhere. And she doesn’t want to let anybody down.
“I can’t do that to myself. I can’t do that to my parents,”
Breyana says. “That has made me decide to stay and fight. I
want to finish.”

msanchez@catalyst-chicago.org
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Star Scholarship

Betting on
community college
Research shows that City Colleges are not the best post-secondary choice for
high-achieving students who will benefit from the Star Scholarship.

S

By Melissa Sanchez

peaking in Spanish before a group
of high-achieving students and
their parents, Luis Narvaez made a
simple acknowledgement after explaining how they could get free tuition
at one of the city’s community colleges.
“We know students don’t always think
of the City Colleges [of Chicago] as their
first choice,” Narvaez, a CPS specialist for
special populations, said at the winter
session at Wells Community Academy
High School. “One thing is whether you
want to go to a particular college. And
another is what you’re going to pay.”’
Since City Colleges began taking
applications for a plan widely advertised as “free college” by a campaigning
Mayor Rahm Emanuel, more than 1,000
students have applied for the offer of
waived tuition, books and school fees.
The idea sounds good, given that City
Colleges remains the top post-secondary destination for CPS graduates. And
the plan got a publicity boost from President Barack Obama, who said it inspired
his own proposal to offer free community college on a national basis for high
school graduates who can maintain a 2.5
GPA in college. The president’s proposal
also borrows from the Tennessee Promise, an offer of free tuition at community
college for all high school graduates in
that state.
The Chicago plan, however, has some
important caveats.
For one, the Chicago Star Scholarship
only kicks in after federal grants and financial aid are applied to tuition and
fees. That leaves a small pool of young
people to potentially benefit: According
to City Colleges, the majority of qualify12 Catalyst In Depth Winter 2015

ing students would get federal and state
aid, which typically covers all costs.
Second, students who meet the scholarship requirements — including a 3.0
grade-point average and placement into
college-level math and English courses
— aren’t the typical demographic at City
Colleges, where 90 percent of incoming
freshmen need to take remedial courses.
In fact, higher-achieving students
have traditionally avoided City Colleges,
and research shows that the school’s relatively poor outcomes — low graduation
rates, low transfer rates to four-year colleges — have a more detrimental impact
on better students.

LACK OF SUCCESS
As a whole, the City Colleges of
Chicago are the top destination for CPS
graduates. CCC’s academic reputation
is improving, but most students still
don’t graduate or move on to a fouryear college.

Graduation and transfers, 2013
Graduation rate

Daley 8%
Malcolm X 8%

Transfer rate

24%
25%

Olive-Harvey 9%
Wright

28%

14%

24%

Washington 9%
Truman
Kennedy-King

33%

12%

33%
26%

21%

Note: Data are for students who entered a City College in
fall 2010.
Source: National Center for Education Statistics.

IN TAKING ADVANTAGE of the Star Schol-

arship, “price-sensitive, high-achieving
students might be the only group that
could be potentially harmed,” says Sara
Goldrick-Rab, a professor of educational
policy studies and sociology at the University of Wisconsin at Madison. “Not
only is this not a really effective policy
design, but it might very well have unintended consequences.”
Goldrick-Rab co-authored a report
last year that showed that CPS graduates
who had the academic background to
attend a selective four-year college but
instead enrolled in a City College were
31 to 41 percentage points less likely
to earn a bachelor’s degree within six
years than similar students who opted
to attend a four-year school instead. The
study was published in the journal Sociological Science.
City College officials don’t buy the
implications. In a statement, officials
said they “don’t believe at all” that
high-achievers will fare worse at a City
College. Spokeswoman Nikole Muzzy
stressed the financial advantages. The
average cost of a two-year degree at a
City College, including tuition, fees and
books, is about $8,000.
“With the rising cost of higher education, students need to consider all
higher education options,” Muzzy says.
“By starting at a community college and
then transferring to a bachelor’s degree
program, students can save thousands
of dollars.”
But just seven percent of CPS students who enroll in a two-year college
ultimately earn a bachelor’s degree, according to a recent study from the University of Chicago Consortium on Chicago School Research.

Mayor Rahm Emanuel greets parent Sergio Ruiz at a Chicago Star Scholarship information session
held at Wells Community Academy High School in December. The scholarship provides tuition,
fees and book waivers to qualifying CPS graduates. [Photo by Michelle Kanaar]
Matthew Holsapple, a senior research
analyst at the Consortium, says it is “important to not just assume that because
those students are high-achieving, they
will do well in the City Colleges.”
Any student “can struggle with things
like how to advocate for themselves,
find help when they need it, navigate
a bureaucracy,” Holsapple says. “If we
end up with a bunch of high-achieving
students who would otherwise be going
to the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, I would be concerned and
want to make sure we’d be giving those
students the kinds of support they need
both to succeed at City College and
transfer out.”
As part of its “Reinvention” effort
to improve City College programs and
practices, the administration has doubled the number of advisers available
to meet with students on what courses
they should take, Muzzy says, and added
“transfer centers” to help students apply
to four-year programs.

DESPITE THE CONCERNS, city and CPS officials say the Chicago Star Scholarship
would provide at least one option for an
estimated 1,500 graduates who would
meet the requirements but would otherwise not be likely to enroll in any college.
“When a student works hard and
gets the grades, that student should not
be denied a college education because
they do not have the finances,” said
CEO Barbara Byrd-Bennett during the
informational session at Wells High
School. “If money is the barrier, we need
to remove it.”
CPS officials declined to provide details on the students they say fit the profile of potential scholarship recipients.
According to Holsapple, the data he has
looked at indicates they generally come
from high schools in low-income neighborhoods with low graduation rates.
Some of those students are likely to
be undocumented immigrants, who
would most likely benefit because they
aren’t eligible for federal student aid.

(No data are available to show how many
students are undocumented.)
Dozens of undocumented students
and their parents attended the session
at Wells, where district and college officials even offered a special workshop to
answer their specific questions.
Guadalupe Cruz, a senior at Amundsen High School on the North Side, and
her parents were among them. The family is from Mexico and is undocumented.
“We’re not in a position to take out
loans,” explained her mother, Alicia
Mondragon. “My oldest daughter graduated from Lane Tech, but she couldn’t attend any university because we couldn’t
afford it.”
Cruz says she’ll likely take advantage
of the Star Scholarship to take courses
toward a degree in social work. But,
without federal aid, she doesn’t yet know
how she could pay the costs to transfer
into a four-year college.
Because she was brought to the U.S.
illegally as a child, Cruz, who is now 18,
qualified for deferred action last year.
The deferred action policy, known as
DACA, gives young immigrants two-year
renewable work permits and exemptions from immigration enforcement.
However, it is no permanent guarantee
for immigrants like Cruz.
“The idea of finishing school and not
being able to do anything scares me,”
Cruz admits, voicing a fear shared by
many undocumented students.
Still, not everyone at the session had
the same concerns.
Lucia De Leon, a program assistant at
Austin Polytechnical Academy, brought
a half- dozen students to the session.
The students likely won’t qualify for the
Star Scholarship; most will probably be
able to get Pell grants and might need
remedial coursework.
But De Leon believed the information
session might pique their interest in college overall — and show them that City
Colleges could be a good place to start.
City Colleges’ reputation has improved
since she attended Wright College herself, she said.
“When I was at Wright, a lot of kids
didn’t graduate. But I think they’re getting a lot better,” De Leon says. “They’re
more connected to the universities, so
students can transfer.”
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Charter Schools

An extra benefit
Private fundraising allows charters to hire more
staff to put students on a solid path to college.

A

By Melissa Sanchez

t North Lawndale College Prep,
one of the first charter schools in
the city to focus on college preparedness, students benefit from
a lot of face time with counselors before
they even begin applying to schools.
There are eight counselors for roughly
820 students at two campuses — a ratio
of 1 to 103. Factor in additional counselors focused on college-going or alumni
support, and the ratio drops by half.
That low ratio is unheard of in most
traditional neighborhood high schools,
which have an average of about one fulltime counselor for every 303 students,
according to a recent report prepared
for the philanthropic group Donor’s Forum. The nationally recommended ratio
is 250 students per counselor.
College counseling has become more
important to high schools since CPS now
rates them on the college enrollment

THE CHARTER ADVANTAGE
District-run high schools have an average of one counselor per 303 students;
the recommended ratio is one counselor for every 250 students. Catalyst
Chicago surveyed high school charter
networks to find similar numbers, since
most charters emphasize college-going. Private money helps charters offer
more support.
COUNSELOR-STUDENT RATIOS, 2014

North Lawndale College Prep
University of Chicago Woodlawn
Urban Prep Academies
Chicago Math & Science Academy
Noble Network

1:55
1:69
1:80
1:202
1:216

Note: The numbers include full-time college coaches and
charter alumni coordinators.
Source: Catalyst Chicago survey.
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and persistence of their graduates. And
it’s an area in which charters — which
can raise substantial private money and
have more spending flexibility — are
ahead of the game when compared to
district-run schools.
Many charter schools use privately
raised money to hire full-time alumni
coordinators to stay in touch with former students through campus visits,
phone calls and social media. They
organize events at the high schools to
bring back graduates, who then share
stories about college life with current
students. And they’re on call to offer
guidance if a college student runs into
trouble with financial aid or gets placed
on academic probation.
North Lawndale Chief Operating Officer Christopher Kelly says the school
chooses to spend less on some areas
— such as security — in order to spend
more on counselors. But he also acknowledges how critical outside funding is to the ability to hire additional
staff and that most neighborhood high
schools don’t have the same means.
“Since Day 1 of school, we’ve had
to fund-raise just to make our core
functions work. And we consider alumni
programming a core function,” Kelly
says. The school raises about $2 million
annually.
Counselors are assigned to a single
class and follow them from freshman
year of high school through their freshman year of college. Their job includes
driving students to campus and ensuring they have sheets for their dorm beds
and flip-flops to use in the showers.
“These are basics that most of our
kids, who are first-generation [collegegoers] might not have,” Kelly says.
North Lawndale also has an emergency fund — initially funded by staff
contributions but now boosted with ma-

jor outside donations — that helps pay
for the sometimes unexpected expenses
that can sidetrack low-income students.
The school spends about $50,000 in
emergency expenses each year for the
1,000 or so alumni who are currently in
college.
At Chicago Math and Science Academy in Rogers Park, school leaders say
money is the No. 1 obstacle graduates
face. To address that challenge, CMSA
and other schools managed by Concept
Schools began hiring former students to
work as office receptionists or teacher
aides.
“So many of our graduates were having financial difficulties that we started
providing them part-time jobs in our
schools,” says Principal Aydin Kara, adding that at least a half-dozen graduates
work in his school alone. “This way, they
can get some additional money to continue to pay for their tuition.”

Young men from Urban Prep Academies’ 2014 graduating classes take part in a symbolic “college signing day” at Daley Plaza on May 13. [Photo by
Marc Monaghan]
In addition, CMSA routinely invites
alumni back for school dinners and
weekly soccer matches. “That’s how we
keep connected with them,” Kara says.
CHARTER SCHOOL LEADERS also work on

college persistence by building relationships with key administrators at the colleges themselves. One example is Urban
Prep Academies, schools that serve the
demographic least likely to enroll in and
graduate from college: black males.
Just a third of black males who graduate from CPS high schools go on to enroll in college — and only a third of those
will obtain a bachelor’s degree within
six years, according to recent estimates
from the University of Chicago Consortium on Chicago School Research.
“You can’t have the expectation that
a black male from the ’hood in Chicago

who is economically disadvantaged is
going to come to your college at your
very white, very privileged, very competitive school, and then not provide
him with any support along the way,”
says Urban Prep founder and CEO Tim
King. “It’s really important that these
colleges get to know these kids. They’ve
got to admit students, provide financial
aid, and social-emotional and academic
supports so kids can be successful.”
King described the recent case of an
alumnus who was accepted into a small
liberal arts college. But after getting Cs
and Ds in the first semester, he was required to withdraw because of a policy
that required students to maintain a 2.0
GPA in their freshman year.
After the student appealed and Urban Prep officials called to complain,
college administrators agreed to allow

the student to return to campus.
King acknowledges that the national
recognition Urban Prep has garnered
might afford his former students more
leeway than would be extended to students from other high schools.
“When we call and speak to someone
they pay closer attention,” he says. “But
for me, personally, and I think for us institutionally, we really do want to change
what happens with African-American
males and their high school and college
experiences. So when we are talking to
a college about an issue, we do also say
that we hope that the college doesn’t
make this mistake again with one of our
kids or anyone else’s.”
ONE FACTOR THAT MANY COUNSELORS pay
particular attention to is a college’s institutional graduation rate, and especially
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Charter Schools

Jocelyn De La Torre, left, graduated from the Noble Network of Charter Schools’ Rauner campus in 2012 and is now a junior at North Park University,
where she mentors other Noble alumni. [Photo by Michelle Kanaar]
the minority graduation rate.
Matt Niksch, chief college officer at
the Noble Network of Charter Schools,
says that minority graduation rates
have been an accurate predictor of the
percentage of Noble alumni who would
graduate six years later. Two years
ago, Niksch — who was an aerospace
engineer before entering the world of
education — built a computer program
that helps students decide on a college by
comparing key persistence indicators,
including minority graduation rates,
financial aid and their likelihood of
admission.
In addition to relying heavily on data
to help students make college decisions,
Noble also employs alumni outreach
coordinators at every high school that
has at least one cohort of graduates and
recruits its own graduates to do work on
improving college persistence.
Jocelyn De La Torre’s story is a case
in point. She graduated from Noble’s
Rauner campus in 2012 and enrolled at
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North Park University, a private Christian school on the North Side. As the first
in her family to attend college, and with
few examples to look to in her Back of
the Yards neighborhood, De La Torre was
more than a little nervous.
But an older Rauner alumna who
also attends North Park was waiting on
campus to guide her through her freshman year through a Noble mentorship
program (the program partners with the
Associated Colleges of Illinois network).
Mentors get small scholarships in exchange for helping younger students adjust to college.
“She helped me with the simple questions, like, ‘What class do you think I
should take?’ and ‘What do you think of
this professor?’” De La Torre recalled.
When a more serious problem
emerged later in the year with her financial aid package, De La Torre didn’t turn
to her parents, who didn’t graduate from
high school. Instead, she looked to her
mentor on campus.

“It was so hard, because one of the
main reasons I chose the school was financial aid,” De La Torre says. “But my
mentor helped me talk to the financial
advisers and explain my situation, and
encouraged me to call [my high school
guidance counselor] and ask for more
help. Without them, I wouldn’t have
known what to do, where to go or what
to say.”’
Between the three of them, the issues
were sorted out and De La Torre could
afford to remain on campus. The experience convinced her to become a mentor
herself this school year to new students
from Noble high schools who are showing up at North Park.
“You have that connection, and that’s
such a big thing to have your first year of
college, especially when you don’t have
the background of any college in your
family,” De La Torre says. “That’s one of
the reasons I wanted to do it — to help
these students who don’t have the support from their parents.”

A long, winding path
Not every student can go directly from high school to college full-time. More
are taking a non-traditional route because of jobs and family responsibilities.

V

By Melissa Sanchez

onzell White, at 33, has three semesters to go before he graduates from college.
“Sometimes I think I could
have been way better,” says White, a student at Northeastern Illinois University.
He’s spent nearly a decade working toward a degree, refusing to give up on his
dream of becoming a social worker. “But
it ain’t about how old you [are], because
you can be an old fool or a young fool.”
Non-traditional students like White
— including those who got a late start,
attend on a part-time basis, have a job or
are raising children while they’re going
to school — are becoming more common on college campuses. Nationwide,
more than one-third of undergraduate students are over the age of 24, and
a majority of these only attend college
part-time, according to U.S. Department of Education statistics. That’s because many of them work: A 2012 U.S.

Census report showed that about one
in five college students maintains a fulltime job while in school.
Success stories like White’s — if he
perseveres and earns his degree next
year — are rare. Yet the obstacles he
faces are common among students from
lower-income backgrounds. And helping young people navigate around the
barriers while on the non-traditional
path will be an important element in increasing college graduation rates.
White grew up in a two-bedroom
apartment in West Humboldt Park with
his mother and six of his eight siblings.
His mother, who had her first child at
the age of 15 and never finished high
school, struggled to pay the electricity
and gas bills. Often, meals were sugar
sandwiches or hot dogs.
“We grew up harsh,” White says. “I
don’t think education was valued in
my family. It wasn’t one of those things
you learn when you’re growing up. It
was just, ‘Put on your clothes and go to

Vonzell White works in one of the computer labs at Northeastern Illinois University. He has three
semesters to go before he graduates with a degree in social work. . [Photo by Michelle Kanaar]

school,’ but no explanation about why
it mattered.”
After bouncing around several high
schools, White eventually graduated
from Austin Career Education Center
in 2001. He stayed away from further
schooling for a few years, like many of
his childhood friends. Instead, he spent
time chasing girls, shooting dice and
even selling drugs.
White can’t quite explain what motivated him to want to change his life.
But he saw friends and relatives float in
and out of jail, sometimes on trumpedup charges, and knew he wanted something better for himself. One day, rather
suddenly, he felt compelled to get off
the streets and back into school.
He enrolled in Malcom X College,
one of the seven City College campuses.
But his studies kept getting interrupted.
One time, a relative got sick and needed
a caretaker. Another time, police raided
the homes of several relatives and White
ended up on house arrest on drug charges. He was out of school for 10 months.
The charges were eventually dropped.
In 2013, White finally had enough
credits to transfer to Northeastern,
where he is working toward a bachelor’s
degree in social work. Eventually, he
wants to earn a master’s degree as well.
“I want to help the young boys get
back to school,” White says. “Even if
they’re going to vocational school or alternative school — it doesn’t matter.”
Toward that end, White is a volunteer
with the nonprofit organization CeaseFire Illinois, which works to reduce
gang-related violence in Chicago. Plus,
he has a full load of classes and has to fit
in a part-time job at a department store.
Still, he’s determined to reach his
goal. “I will graduate from college because my main thing is getting out of
poverty,” White says. “I’m not out of it
yet. I have a job and I go to school, but I
owe debts and I’m still in poverty.”
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Nontraditional Students

Lizbeth Obispo, center, returned with her daughter, Khryztal, to Sullivan High a month after graduating last year for a party hosted by the Umoja
Student Development Corp. Umoja and other nonprofits help many high schools keep up with graduates. [Photo by Michelle Kanaar]
AS PART OF ITS NEW RATING SYSTEM for
high schools, CPS is now including a
measure of how many graduates enroll
in college the fall after they earn their diplomas, and how many of them remain
in college a year later. Students who
don’t follow this traditional route, like
White, won’t be counted.
Kaleen Healey, a senior research analyst at the University of Chicago Consortium on Chicago School Research,
notes that students who don’t enroll in a
four-year college immediately after high
school are a small percentage of those
who eventually earn a degree. Students
like White “are demonstrating a massive
amount of persistence and stick-to-itness,” Healey says.
For some students, like Sullivan High
graduate Lizbeth Obispo, heading to
college right after high school simply
isn’t a viable option.
Obispo graduated from Sullivan High
in Rogers Park last year. She’d been admitted to Loyola University and several
other institutions, but is undocumented
and would not be eligible for financial
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aid, so the cost was too high for her to
seriously consider any of the schools.
Instead, Obispo intended to enroll
right away in Oakton Community
College and get certified as a nursing
assistant.
But as a teen mother, she had other
obligations. Her daughter, Khryztal,
was born during her junior year of high
school. “If I ever have to make a decision
between school and her, I’d choose her,
of course,” Obispo says.
But by the time fall rolled around,
Obispo changed her mind about Oakton. She decided to work for a few semesters at a local grocery store to save
money and help support her family before enrolling in any classes.
In early October, Lurie Children’s
Hospital — where Obispo had finished a
summer internship — offered her a fulltime job filling in as an appointment
scheduler. Though the job is temporary,
it pays well and gives her the chance
to find out about potential permanent
work.
The best part about it, Obispo says, is

that her supervisors will give her a flexible schedule if she wants to go to college
— and the hospital will reimburse her
expenses if she stays on. So in January,
she finally enrolled part-time at Oakton
and is taking courses to become a nurse
assistant.
“I got so lucky,” Obispo says. “And
I want to stay at my job because this is
where I want to be a nurse.”
Chad Adams, principal at Sullivan
High, was heartened to hear of her success, though he recognizes it won’t help
his school’s rating down the road.
According to the district’s way of
thinking, or to others looking at the situation from the outside, it might appear
that Sullivan staff didn’t push Obispo
hard enough to get into school right
away, Adams says.
“But ultimately this is better for this
[student] and her family and her own
child’s future,” he adds. “It’s a loss in the
sense of our [school] report card, but another example of how success happens.
In a school like ours, there are so many
paths to post-secondary success.”
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CHA N G E SERV IC E REQUESTED

This year, Catalyst Chicago marks a quarter
century of award-winning, in-depth reporting on
education in Chicago. And we want you to be part
of our year-long celebration and conversation.
Then, Now, Next Almanac

A weekly look at past, present and future
highlights in education

Classroom Story Slams

Social networking, storytelling and community building for
teachers and others close to the classroom

Critical Conversations

Town hall meetings where experts will discuss issues of
equity, leadership and opportunity

And a Big Party!
Keep up with developments at

catalyst-chicago.org/25-years

